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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

It is a complicated time. While some industries flourish, others are being squeezed from all sides. 

Even before the pandemic, top-line growth had been stalling due to competition for top talent 

and other workforce challenges. The energy sector – no stranger to boom and bust cycles – is in 

transition. Although revenues are high, rapid technological advancements and changing 

preferences create uncertainty. In addition, business interruptions, closures, mergers and 

acquisitions, all have contributed to the daily shift in fortunes. Still, each of these shifts in 

preference, or response to necessity, provide an opportunity to the agile.  

 

Economic diversification is a key element of economic development. Diversification is a process 

to help balance a local economy to weather such turbulent times by shifting away from single 

income sources to multiple and diverse sources. It examines local assets…both the obvious and 

the less so….to expose opportunities in alternative sectors and markets currently 

underdeveloped.  

 

Economies dependent on single sources of revenue, even one delivering prosperity for many 

decades, may increase vulnerabilities to external shocks that can undermine current revenues 

and even prospects for longer-term growth. That said, diversification can be achieved by 

pursuing less volatile industry sectors, enhancing services, and/or expanding in more resilient 

markets in existing sectors. 

 

Once a local economic diversification strategy is in place, analysis can be undertaken to measure 

and position a potential investment. Analysis can support the region in making informed 

decisions, attract needed partners, and identify necessary funding. More importantly, it can 

position the region for success over the long term. An advanced review of key assets enables 

decision-making based on clear evidence and potential for success.  

 

Diane Lupke & Associates, Inc. was engaged to support Four Corners Economic Development with 

conducting a Competitive Asset Assessment and Identification of Associated Diversification 

Strategies.  The purpose of the work is to create immediate and longer-term strategies to build 

and diversify the economy of the Four Corners region. The methodology is a Competitive Asset 

Assessment (asset map) which will be used in a regional SWOT to identify and refine potential 

strategies. The process of decision making and prioritization is through the lens of the site 

selector and the potential for innovation.  

 

 

Part I: Identify + Measure 
Assets

Part II: Assess 
Competitive Potential 

Part III: Develop 
Diversification Strategies
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2 FOUNDATIONAL CONCEPTS 

 

This analysis is based on a series of foundational concepts that are common to the best practice 

of economic development engaged in around the world.  

 

The first of these concepts might be considered the “meat and potatoes” of economic 

development: “keep what you have;” “attract what you can;” and “grow what you need.”  

 

“Keep what you have” references the tremendous value of 

businesses already within your midst in terms of employment, 

stability, local investment, and leadership. These businesses need 

the first of your efforts to sustain themselves, access to local 

resources, support in solving vexing problems, and help for them 

to grow within your community. This work is commonly called 

Business Retention and Expansion. 

 

“Attract what you can” means to identify and build on those assets 

that offer a competitive edge to San Juan County. Those assets 

may be unique to the area, deep talent, or an unusual 

concentration of economic activity that incoming companies will 

find attractive. Making these assets the best they can be and 

marketing them to potential targeted business prospects is 

commonly called Business Attraction.  

 

“Grow what you need” refers to the work of entrepreneurship. 

Entrepreneurship involves training and nurturing entrepreneurs in 

their efforts to build new companies. Entrepreneurs need 

mentoring, business support, technical partners, investors, and 

an environment where new ideas can be generated, tested, 

discarded and developed. This is how you commercialize new, in-

demand products and services, and thus build from within. 

 

Start-up companies are most likely to find needed resources when they are a part of a cluster of 

businesses within the same sector or group of similar companies, such as, manufacturing, 

healthcare or agriculture. Examining the customers and suppliers of a region’s existing cluster 

companies is one way to understand the gaps that exist within an industry cluster – specifically 

those resources (capital and labor) that are leaving the region in order to import needed products 

for use in local production. For example, consider what products a company like Raytheon or 

PESCO must import to San Juan County.  Could some of these be locally sourced? Supporting and 

adding to the businesses within an existing cluster is the most effective way to invest an economic 

development organization’s resources and expand a local economy.  

“The critical path for 

success is seeking 

regional competitive 

advantage, which 

requires the 

identification of 

regional assets of 

physical, scientific, and 

intellectual 

infrastructure; market 

opportunities; and a 

strategy for exploiting 

those market 

opportunities.” 

 
The Honorable David A. 

Sampson, former Deputy 

Secretary, US Department of 

Commerce 

 

ASSETS TO 
OPPORTUNITIES 
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3 KEY FINDINGS 

 

Key Findings represent a series of attributes of the Four Corners region that distinguish the area 

from other competing locations. These findings are classified into five categories: demographic, 

economic, industrial composition, potential to attract incoming businesses, and potential for 

innovation. The full report of findings is available in the Lupke PowerPoint report Competitive 

Asset Assessment and available on the Four Corners Economic Development website here.  

 

Regional Analysis at 50 and 100 Mile Radius 

San Juan County is more than double the 

population of either La Plata or Montezuma 

Counties in Colorado. This may mean greater 

political clout in setting regional directions. It 

may also mean a larger supply of potential 

workers. In contrast, San Juan County 

population shrank 6.7% from 2010 to 2020.  San 

Juan County is one of three counties in the 100-

mile radius losing population. All three counties 

with declines contain significant portions 

of the Navajo Nation. Jobs and economic 

growth are occurring in Colorado counties 

with higher educational attainment levels 

and higher wages as shown on subsequent 

slides. It is critical to understand what’s 

driving the population decline if one is to 

consider and potentially implement 

mitigating actions.  (Note that 

simultaneously La Plata County is growing 

much faster than the national average.)  

 

Sector Analysis 

Healthcare represents the largest 

employment sector in San Juan County and 

earnings are 112% of the County average. 

Retail trade is not far behind healthcare in 

employment, but wages are only 73% of 

average. Accommodation and food 

services wages (potentially related to outdoor 

recreation) are only 47% of County average. Mining employment (which includes power plants) is 

shrinking, but wages are the highest in the region at 171% of County average. 

 

https://3fccccf92b0771dbed22-ce999ed43c4da4dd08d8e13370d58a49.ssl.cf2.rackcdn.com/4ced-182/2022-08-02-competitive-asset-assessment---summary.pdf
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Education 

   San Juan County generally has 

lower educational attainment 

levels than the national 

average. Education levels are, 

however, well suited to support 

new growth in high-wage, 

blue-collar industrial jobs. 

Importantly, there is strong 

alignment among K-14 

educational institutions and 

industry. Job growth in higher-

wage fields will require 

deliberate, long-term 

workforce training investment 

and career pathways initiatives. 

(One example is information 

technology.) 

 

 

Housing 

San Juan County housing prices are nationally and regionally attractive. Housing cost data 

constantly changes as a result of local markets, interest rates and inflation. Published data often 

lags local sources. Anecdotal information indicates housing costs have risen rapidly locally, but 

less so than in competing area, such as, Durango.  San Juan County housing will appear attractive 

to retirees and location-neutral workers from a cost perspective. 
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Location Quotient 

The Location Quotient is a way of comparing the degree of concentration of a given industry type 

and associated employment levels for a given area (SJ County) relative to the nation. A location 

quotient of 1.00 means that, for the given measure, SJ County is exactly equal to the national 

average concentration. Location quotients are useful as descriptive characterizations of the 

economic profile of a given geographic area like SJ County. Industries are classified by “NAICS” 

codes.  NAICS stands for the North American Industry Classification System and the system is 

used by government to classify and compare industry by types.   

Examining the Location Quotient shows the concentration of economic activity as a function of 

employment. That concentration may suggest a sector or subsector is an area of competitive 

advantage. It can also mean an area of vulnerability for a regional economy if the sector is in 

decline. However, even if a given sector is in decline, the concentration may present a depth of 

talent that can be transferred to other industries.  

 

As an example, SJ County’s Location Quotient for Natural Resources and Mining is 7.77  which is 

seven times that of other regions. Also consider the Wages Location Quotient in the far right-

hand column of the above table. It shows an even higher concentration in Natural Resources and 
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Mining. In addition, not all wages are equal.  Intentional wealth building in a community requires 

understanding a given profession’s educational requirements and associated wages. 

 

 
Regional Clusters 

An industry cluster is a group of firms and related economic actors and institutions that are 

located near one another and that draw productive advantage from their mutual proximity and 

connections. A regional cluster is a geographic agglomeration of firms in the same or closely 

related industries. A best practice in local economic development is identifying clusters of firms 

within the region and cultivating those clusters, especially those that are drivers of economic 

activity and / or are growing. Traded clusters bring resources from outside the region to add to 

the overall wealth of the region. Those working in the traded cluster often have higher wages 

than those in other sectors due to higher education levels and lengthy experience. Local clusters 
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of businesses drive local economic activity which ensures that money brought in from the traded 

cluster revolves multiple times within the community which in turn drives higher levels of 

employment but often in lower-wage jobs of the retail and services sectors. 

 

The illustration below shows the industry clusters for the northwestern region of New Mexico. 

The energy sector is the region’s and San Juan County’s largest and most productive traded 

cluster with 

significant depth of 

talent and related 

infrastructure.  

However, it is mature 

and shrinking.  

 

The retail sector is 

San Juan County’s 

largest and most 

productive local 

cluster (not shown) 

with high 

employment but at 

lower wage levels.  

 

The above illustration is from the Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy prepared by 

the regional council of governments and reports on the larger northwest New Mexico region.  

 

Potential for Innovation 

The regional innovation environment or “Innovation Index” is described by a series of economic 

indicators.  These consist of inputs such as human capital, business dynamics, and an area’s 

business profile; combined with outputs, such as employment, productivity, and economic 

wellbeing.  

 

The innovation index’s predictive power is in the breadth of information it includes: 

Linked assets – web of linked idea generators, managers, and capital 

Collaboration – collaborative economic development partnerships involving leaders from 

business, education, government, and non-profits 

Organizations and resources – capacity and integration of regional organizations and 

other resources 

Coopetition – willing to collaborate and share ideas with those whom one competes 

Risk – risk as an accepted component of innovation 

Diversity – regional appreciation of people from diverse experiences and backgrounds, 

seeing and accepting ideas from outside the norm 
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The illustration to 

the left represents 

San Juan County’s 

summary 

Innovation Index. 

The red line’s 

position in the 

center indicates 

that SJ County is 

just about average 

relative to the 

nation.  

 

One area in which SJ County excels is in the number and diversity of patents. The illustration 

below shows the number and diversity of earned patents in multiple clusters. The presence, 

diversity, and growth of patents is often used as a proxy for innovation and innovation potential.  
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Innovation Summary Comparison Against the Comparison Counties 

 
The counties selected for comparison include La Plata, Gunnison, Montrose and Mesa Counties 

(Grand Junction) in Colorado and Deschutes County, Oregon (Bend). Selected counties are 

potential competitors in attracting new entrepreneurial investment and/or have similar economic 

development aspirations (e.g., outdoor recreation or outdoor recreation manufacturing.) 

 

SJ County has a slightly higher than national average innovation intelligence index at 112.1, but 

substantially lags the comparison counties.  (With time and investment, the gap can be closed 

which will stimulate more entrepreneurial formation.) Unfortunately, at this time SJ County lags 

the average of comparison counties by virtually every innovation measure except patents. 
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Employment + Productivity 

 
 

Location Assessment 

The location assessment reviews a given region with regard to overall cost, quality and content 

of supporting infrastructure and the capacity of the local workforce to determine if the area is a 

viable location for incoming businesses. Analysis from a site location consultant’s perspective 

takes the notion of a location assessment to the next level by comparing one community against 

other communities to identify the best potential location for the site locator’s client company. 

The best location is one in which the community not only meets a set of criteria or needs, but 

one in which the client company and its many employees will thrive.   

 

It is important to understand two central factors characterize the site selection process:  

 

1) Speed drives the process  

2) Site selection is a process of elimination 

 

Companies are typically in a hurry once they decide to embark on a site search for a new facility. 

Getting the operation up and running and speed-to-market are critical! It is likely that deadlines 

are even shorter in the post-Covid environment, as companies reenergize postponed projects.  

 

Second, site selection is a process of elimination.   Site selection consultants and presumably in-

house staff for companies conducting their own searches are constrained by tight deadlines.  In 

either case, there is not the time to make the best case for what could be as many as 100 
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community candidates. Instead, the site search team narrows the initial search universe by 

eliminating those places that seem less promising based on the community’s weakness on some, 

often only one, factor critical to the new facility’s operation; e.g., inadequate water and 

wastewater capacity required by a food processor. 

 

The San Juan County area offers site selectors several assets but the County must also overcome 

some significant weaknesses. It should be emphasized that assets and weaknesses may be more 

or less important depending on the specific industry. For example, while water and wastewater 

availability is typically critical for food processors, it is less important for assembly operations. 

 

Key Assets Key Weaknesses 

1. Deep carbon energy industry experience, 

talent and infrastructure 

2. Energy and natural gas resources and 

costs; available water  

3. Technical workforce  

4. Workforce development:  training 

experience at San Juan College, alignment 

between business and educational 

institutions 

5. Outdoor recreation, cultural and adventure 

opportunities 

6. Agricultural history; products 

 

1. Distance, isolation, from broader 

consumer and industrial markets 

2. Declining labor force and population 

3. Limited availability of larger buildings and 

sites 

4. Uncertainty about replacing San Juan 

Generating Station and impact on 

electricity availability and cost 

5. Poor MSA-level statistics on quality-of-

life factors 

 

 

San Juan County’s key economic assets are linked with its history of gas and oil extraction and 

electric power generation. This knowledge developed over decades is vital for ongoing fossil fuel 

production, but it can also set the stage for attracting alternative energy and decarbonization 

programs. Generally available and low-cost utilities, especially natural gas, will be especially 

attractive to some. A strong technical workforce and the proven ability to train the workforce for 

companies will position the community well in an era of skilled labor shortages, which predates 

Covid, and changing skill requirements in manufacturing. Agricultural production, most notably 

at NAPI, but also at the many farms and ranches in the area, will be attractive to food processors 

seeking source crops and animals. Finally, San Juan County is an area rich in natural beauty and 

cultural history which offers the opportunity for recreation for both tourists and those who may 

wish to relocate to the community. 

 

San Juan County has weaknesses to overcome in a site selection process dominated by speed and 

elimination. Companies typically seek available buildings or ready-to-build sites, often larger 

ones. If a community lacks these, it is often eliminated in the first round.  
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San Juan County’s distance from larger population centers and industrial markets leads to a 

freight penalty for most manufacturers as raw materials like steel must be shipped in and the 

final product then shipped out. To attract such companies, San Juan County must offer some 

advantages to offset this cost, such as lower gas prices, or a better trained workforce.  

  

The first step in a site selection usually is a statistical review. Some, likely many, companies will 

eliminate SJ County because of its declining labor force and aging population during the 2010s; 

a factor made more critical due to recent national hiring challenges. The same may happen when 

looking at MSA-level statistics on educational attainment and crime, even though San Juan County 

communities (including the City of Farmington) in the Farmington MSA offer robust educational 

options and safe environments. Finally, uncertainty can be as powerful a factor as a known 

negative in eliminating a community. The question about future electricity availability and cost 

given the closing of the San Juan Generating Station is an example. To counter such statistics and 

potentially offset other weakness, it is critical that 4CED provide local information on its assets 

on its website and whenever it has a chance to tell the community’s story in more detail.  

 

The following illustration shows an example of a site locators’ matrix of community assets for 

evaluation and comparison. Something similar would support a “first cut” of communities during 

the site location process 

Site Locators Matrix
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4 DIVERSIFICATION STRATEGIES 

 

The process for identifying diversification strategies begins with pulling data from the Competitive 

Asset Assessment to confirm and identify industry targets within existing maturing and emerging 

clusters. The process next considers assets from within the target sectors that are key or have the 

potential to drive or draw economic resources. The next phase of diversification strategy analysis 

refines industry targets by considering opportunities within existing clusters. The highest potential 

for success can be found at the nexus of asset and opportunity coupled with an understanding of 

the local environment. In the end, for a diversification strategy to be successful, it must be aligned 

with community interests and aspirations. The final phase of analysis is to consider those outside 

forces that either support or undermine the success of a given project and prioritize project ideas 

accordingly.  

 
 

Through the identification and analysis of the assets present in San Juan County, Lupke has 

confirmed five of 4CED’s seven original target industries and added one additional target industry 

sector. The six targets that present the strongest opportunities to advance San Juan County and the 

Four Corners region are Agriculture, Manufacturing, Energy, Outdoor Recreation, Remote Worker 

Attraction, and Healthcare.  

 

 
 

 

Each of the six targets are summarized below including overall findings, key data points, assets that, 

if employed, could help drive success, potential opportunities, and project examples.  
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 AGRICULTURE 

Agriculture Summary Key Takeaways 

◦ Strong, historical base of agriculture in SJ County – both farming and ranching 

◦ SJ County has the most farms and ranches in NM – suggests strong economic base 

◦ Navajo Nation has a large farm and ranch sector 

◦ Small farms and ranches are an important lifestyle asset but require ways to increase 

operation average income levels to enhance sustainability 

◦ Local food initiatives and concerns about food insecurity 

are underlying supportive macro trends 

 

Key Data Points 

o NAICS 11 - 15 establishments with 374 employees (9/21) 

Location Quotient (LQ) .95 

o NAICS 22131 water supply + irrigation – 10 

establishments with 48 employees (8/21) LQ 3.61 

o NAICS 1121 Cattle Ranching + Farming – 4 

establishments, 12 employees (7/21) LQ .23 

o 2,965 Farms + Ranches (2017)  

 

Agriculture Census 

The following three illustrations are from the most recent Census 

of Agriculture. In 2017, San Juan County was home to the largest 

number of farms and ranches in NM. This data does not include 

the Navajo Nation and NAPI. 

 

 

“The farms that grow 

soybeans, corn, and wheat, 

largely are exported to 

China, Mexico, and other 

countries. Meanwhile, 

we’re importing fruits, 

vegetables, coffee, and 

cocoa. In other words, 

we’re exporting the food 

we grow and importing the 

food we eat. “ 
   

Kathleen Gallagher  

Executive Director  

5 Lakes Institute 

THE FUTURE IS 
SMALLER SMARTER 

FARMS 
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This illustration does not include farms and ranches on the Navajo Nation.  

 
The below illustrates the very large agricultural presence on the Navajo Nation.  
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Assets 

◦ Water availability, wastewater treatment 

capacity 

◦ Available electricity + natural gas at low 

prices 

◦ Smart farming – irrigation experience 

◦ NAPI, potential additional land & products 

◦ Navajo Mesa Farms and other NAPI contract 

operators 

◦ NMSU + Ag Extension 

◦ 3,000 farms 

◦ Products – wheat, alfalfa, potatoes, meat 

◦ Food Hub and San Juan College potential 

shared kitchen 

 

Weaknesses 

◦ No rail for large scale transport to urban 

markets 

◦ Smaller operations are more difficult to 

scale and may have capital access 

challenges 

◦ Smaller operations are more vulnerable to 

risks 

◦ Multiple small farms are at risk of closure 

due to low incomes and high costs 

 

Opportunities 

◦ Value added products – pelletized alfalfa, potato dehydration, oil seeds crush plant 

◦ Boutique food processors  

◦ Meat packing & processing, likely specialized 

◦ Sustainable, smart farm technology, perhaps irrigation related 

◦ Shared ownership of smaller scaled processor 

 
Project Ideas – Agriculture 

✓ NAPI Brand Promotion 

✓ Farmers’ Market / Shared Kitchen / Incubator 

✓ Sustainable Small Ranches / Shared Ownership Meat Processing 
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Agriculture Example – Bedre Chocolates Chickasaw Nation 

 
Bedre Chocolatiers reflect the time-honored traditions of the Native American peoples who first 

cultivated this delicacy. Owned by the Chickasaw Nation, Bedre Fine Chocolate blends ancient 

tradition and modern flavor by adhering to the highest standards for a premium quality product. 

The company partners with their cacao farmers and beans are sustainably farmed and traceable. 

From ideation to production, Bedre is open to strategic partnerships for private label co-packing 

supported by FDA compliant labeling and SQF certified programming. Retailers such as Neiman 

Marcus and Bloomingdales sell Bedré chocolates in stores across the United States. Bedré creates 

chocolate guitars for guests at Hard Rock Hotels, and Dylan’s Candy sells it under their own 

private label. In the past, the convenience store 7-11 distributed the chocolate under the name 

Watts Farm, and Braum's, a Midwestern dairy company, sold the chocolate under its brand name.  

Bedré is a member of the Oklahoma Minority Supplier Development Council, and as 

an Oklahoma manufacturer, is also part of the Made in Oklahoma program. The company earned 

the internationally recognized ISO 9001 certification in 2009. The Intertribal Agriculture Council’s 

American Indian Foods program 

featured the chocolates 

in Australia in 2009 as part of a 

showcase of American Indian foods. 

The company was started by an 

entrepreneur and later purchased by 

the Chickasaw Nation. It operates 

out of the above pictured 36,400 sq 

ft chocolate factory in Davis, 

Oklahoma.  

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neiman_Marcus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neiman_Marcus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bloomingdales
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/7-11
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Braum%27s
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oklahoma
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australia
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MANUFACTURING 
Manufacturing in San Juan County is a small sector overall, but employers benefit from a talented 

and appropriately educated workforce. The bulk of manufacturers are related to energy production 

and production support equipment and defense industry subassemblies. Lack of rail limits the 

spectrum of potential new manufacturing companies (including attracting new companies, 

supporting expansion of existing companies and start-ups) within sub-sectors reliant on rail for 

affordable bulk transport. The labor shed is well suited for heavy industrial manufacturing work.  

Power plant and coal mine closures are likely to result in available workforce increases if displaced 

workers don’t leave San Juan County. San Juan College is a major asset in immediate and responsive 

training for new manufacturing and energy related opportunities.  

 

Key Data Points 

◦ San Juan County Industry by Revenue 5%  

◦ NAICS 1013 Manufacturing – 81 establishments, 979 employees, Location Quotient (LQ) .29 

◦ NAICS 33271 Machine shops – 11 establishments, 93 employees (9/21), LQ 1.23 

 

Selected Sectors 
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Establishments 

 
Assets 

◦ Electricity prices and availability 

◦ Natural gas prices and availability 

◦ Water and wastewater capacity 

◦ Technical labor force/transferable skills 

◦ San Juan College has proven training 

capability 

◦ Some improved sites available 

◦ Animas Industrial Park  

◦ San Juan County Industrial Park building 

potential 

◦ Manufacturers – PESCO and Raytheon  

◦ DOD Native American preference for 

Federal contracts 

◦ Farmington ORII program 

 

Weaknesses 

◦ San Juan County is distant from most 

industrial markets and suppliers 

resulting in a freight cost penalty for 

manufacturers considering the area 

◦ Lack of rail makes area more expensive 

for users of bulk inputs and makers of 

large volume goods 

◦ San Juan County has affordable 

industrial land and buildings but does 

not have many that are 20,000 sq ft+ 

◦ Existing manufacturers have a high 

degree of dependence on natural gas 

and oil markets which can be volatile 

◦ Lack of larger 40+ acre sites 

 

 

Opportunities 

• Industries that use natural gas as an input - Petrochemicals, H2, urea, polypropylene 

o Energy intensive industries like data centers.  

• Renewable energy and water-related businesses 

• Location for cost sensitive/space constrained regional businesses, e.g. Durango 

• Sandia and Los Alamos federal labs; partnerships, technology consulting, possible spin-offs 

• San Juan County’s Industrial Park building, when upgraded will be attractive to metal 

fabricators, machinery makers 
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• Boutique outdoor recreation equipment manufacturers, independent equipment artisans 

 

Project Ideas - Manufacturing  

✓ ID and promote featured properties 

✓ Develop ED Product - Industrial Land Assembly and Building Upgrades 

✓ Develop ED Product – Build from Within BRE 

✓ Targeted expansion or relocation of outdoor recreation manufacturer or related activities 

 

Example: Development ED Product - Industrial Park Spec Building, City of Tiffin-Seneca County, 

Ohio Economic Partnership  

Tiffin-Seneca Economic Partnership, an economic development 

organization serving the City of Tiffin and Seneca County in Ohio, has built 

and sold several “spec” industrial buildings. The most recently developed 

spec building, illustrated below, is sited on 12 acres in the Eagle Rock 

Business Park.  The building is 50,000 square feet including office space 

with expansion potential to 200,000 square feet. Funding is provided by 

local investors. Previous success planning, siting, building, financing, and 

selling with the “spec” model includes, standalone structure TH Plastics, 

MBDS at Eagle Rock Business Park, and QT2 and Sonoco at Northstar 

Industrial Park. Tiffin is a city of 17,473 population and Seneca County 

population is 55,251 (2020). 

 

  

“This strategic project 

will position Tiffin for 

new opportunities to grow 

our manufacturing base 

and bring good, high-

paying jobs to our area. I 

am proud of the work we 

have done to bring this 

project to fruition and 

than our investors who 

made this possible.”    

    
Mayor Aaron Montz 

Tiffin, Ohio 

 

SPEC BUILDING  
TIFFEN OHIO 
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 ENERGY 

San Juan County and New Mexico as a whole have a strong historical base in energy production 

including coal mining, electric power generation, natural gas, and oil. This depth and breadth of 

carbon energy experience has fostered a talent reservoir that is considered well-trained, productive, 

and efficient. Moreover, San Juan College through its School of Energy, provides vocational training 

that maintains that workforce with cutting edge skills. San Juan College not only serves a local 

populace but trains students nationally in emerging energy technologies such as carbon 

sequestration. The depth of talent in energy would support transferable skills for renewable energy 

development, particularly solar and hydrogen. In addition, San Juan County has abundant natural 

gas reserves and a robust, high-voltage power line network for western US market access.  

 

Key Data Points 

◦ SJC Industry by Revenue 8% 

◦ NAICS 1011 Natural Resources + Mining, 186 establishments, 4,099 employees (8/21) 

Location Quotient (LQ) 7.77 

◦ NAICS 2111 Oil + Gas Extraction – 36 establishments, 1,001 employees (9/21) LQ 30.69 

◦ NAICS Support Activities for Mining – 127 establishments, 2,208 employees (9/21) LQ 32.72 

◦ New Mexico ranked #2 producer of oil in US 

◦ New Mexico has 6% of US natural gas reserves 

◦ New Mexico is 6% of total US natural gas production, ranked #8 

◦ New Mexico has 3% of US recoverable coal reserves, ranked #10 

◦ 93,000 active oil and gas wells in New Mexico.  SJ County has 20,000 to 30,000 

◦ Oil and gas provides 134,000 jobs in New Mexico 

◦ San Juan County has 279 sun days annually 

 

Key Assets Opportunities 

◦ Industry knowledge, expertise and 

innovation 

◦ Natural gas available, lower cost 

◦ Electric power availability and prices, city 

ownership and responsiveness 

◦ Electric transmission line infrastructure 

◦ Pipeline distribution network  

◦ San Juan College training capability 

◦ K-12 + STEM education alignment 

◦ Skilled technical workforce; high level HS 

and AA degrees 

◦ Federal Hydrogen Projects 

◦ Carbon sequestration 

◦ Solar power, possible Federal incentives 

◦ Geothermal 

◦ Natural gas leases, production, export 

◦ Pipeline infrastructure reuse 

◦ Both fossil fuels and green energy  

◦ Potential to test and prove technologies 
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Project Ideas – Energy: Build on San Juan County’s Deep History and Experience 

✓ Alternative energy application opportunities in solar, wind, carbon capture, and 

hydrogen 

 

San Juan County’s deep history and experience in carbon energy development will serve it well in 

the new economy. Although the jobs will not be the same, the breadth of experience will transfer 

to developing technologies in solar, wind, carbon capture, and hydrogen.  

 

Lupke recommends no specific new projects, but does encourage the region to continue broad 

exploration and development of alternative energy applications within the county already 

underway, such as, hydrogen, solar, and carbon capture. 
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OUTDOOR RECREATION 
San Juan County and the Four Corners is largely undiscovered country. Forty percent of visitors to 

the state are looking for cultural sites and state and national parks.  San Juan County has an 

abundance of both. Tourism employment is growing faster than employment generally.  

Unfortunately, wages are lower than average. However, tourism and outdoor recreation is a year-

round passion in San Juan County and provides consistent economic activity. Multiple and immediate 

opportunities exist for additional tourism capture and tourism is the gateway to attracting future 

retirees and location neutral workers to San Juan County. Moreover, the best way to build 

manufacturing in outdoor recreation is to increase the time that company owners spend in the area.  

 

Key Data Points 

◦ NAICS 1026 Leisure – 254 establishments, 4,809 employees, Location Quotient (LQ) 1.10 

◦ NAICS 45111 Sporting Goods Stores – 12 establishments, 133 employees (7/21) LQ 1.49 

◦ NAICS 45392 Art Dealers – 7 establishments, 19 employees, (9/21) LQ 3.94 

◦ New Mexico tourism spend $7.4 billion 2019 

◦ New Mexico tourism related taxes $1.5 billion ($737 million to local communities) 

◦ San Juan County tourism spending captured $288.4 Million 2016 

◦ 279 sun days/ average winter temps 22-46 degrees / average winter rain month2.6 inches 

◦ 300+ Outdoor Equipment Manufacturers in Utah + Colorado 

 

Visitor Profile 
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Assets 

◦ Cultural / historical / natural sites and spectacular surroundings 

◦ Year-round recreation opportunity 

◦ City of Farmington ORII 

◦ Regional events / activities / tours / sports 

◦ Public investment in historic downtowns and outdoor access 

◦ Multiple low – moderate lodging options, including major chains; RV parks, including drive 

through sites, one park includes corrals 

◦ Shooting sports (bow and arrow events and rifle and pistol shooting competitions);  

◦ Strong community + activity base in hunting, fishing, horses, dirt bikes 

◦ Regional draws associated with city parks and water attractions 

 

Project Ideas – Outdoor Recreation and Tourism Capture 

 

✓ Targeted Expansion or Relocation of Manufacturers, 

Outfitters, and Service Providers 

✓ Capture Additional Visitor Spending in San Juan 

County with New Lodging and Expanded Events 

 

 

 

 

Example – Pere Marquette River Lodge – Outfitters – Guides - Entrepreneurs 

 

The Pere Marquette River Lodge is the headquarters for year-round Northern 

Michigan exploration. The 14-acre complex claims 750 ft. of prime frontage 

on the famous “Flies Only No Kill” section of the Pere Marquette River – the longest un-dammed 

trout stream in Michigan, a National Scenic River and among the first rivers in America to be 

stocked with brown trout. A variety of lodging options are offered, from cozy rooms in the main 

lodge to charming cabins and full houses for large groups. They are an Orvis-endorsed outfitter. 

The fly shop carries everything needed for a visitor’s time on the water.  Guides are experts at 

ensuring the best possible fishing experience. They are licensed, insured as well as federally & 

state permitted. The Lodge is within walking distance to the Pere Marquette River and sleeps a 

maximum of 34 people in 10 rooms. The great room, with its toasty log fireplace, is an ideal 

place to gather to tell your fishing stories from a day on the river. There is also a full kitchen 

where meals can be prepared. The lodge is great for family reunions, getaways, and corporate 

retreats. Cost for 2-person full day is $500. Includes lunch/dinner, tackle and transportation 2 

person half day is $350. Includes snack, beverages, tackle and transportation.  
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REMOTE WORKERS 
According to business consulting firm McKinsey, 35% of current U.S. job holders, or 55 million 

people, can work remotely on a full-time basis. According to an article in Fast Company Magazine, 

the highest-rated criteria for selecting a location by digital nomads was technology capability, 

download speed and the presence of free WIFI hotspots. As many remote workers are relocating 

from high-cost locations, the more reasonable cost of housing in San Juan County is big allure. 

Remote workers often still have friends and family in their previous locations, so the presence of an 

airport is attractive. Third on their list of desirable attributes is climate…a year-round community 

that has more moderate weather or embraces their weather with a host of seasonal activities is a 

strong preference. Finally, while many are leaving big urban areas, these are people looking forward 

to outdoor activities. The presence of a national park, cultural or historic sites, or more modest but 

highly valued park environments is important.  

 

There are many other items besides the cost of living that can attract remote workers. Arrangements 

that remove obstacles and ease a new resident’s way into a community can increase the potential 

for a successful move and be more valuable than cash. Non-cash factors that improve remote worker 

attraction success include features like a “buddy” system.  The buddy is someone with whom to 

attend various events or be the “go-to” person to help with settling into a new location. A more 

official “concierge” or “help line” for questions about where to find a doctor, hair stylist, or childcare 

is also helpful. A “mentor” or “coach” to navigate the business community and work environments is 

another huge help to a successful move. Invitations to events (work and social), meet-ups, entry to 

clubs, and other places that can be tough for newcomers to find and feel comfortable are proactive 

ways to demonstrate a welcoming community.  

 

Key Data Points 

◦ 35% of job holders in US or 55 million people can work remotely full time  

◦ Cost of living is a key motivator. Real estate is affordable relative to Durango and the national 

average 

◦ Average Remote Worker Income $150,000, Tax $13,000, Annual spending $125,000, New 

jobs created .8 per relocated worker 

 

Assets  

◦ Affordable housing and cost of living 

◦ Cultural / historical / natural sites  

◦ Mild winter / year-round activities 

◦ New downtown apartments  

Opportunities 

◦ Market lower cost of living and active 

lifestyle 

◦ Marketing to retirees and potential remote 

workers as visitors/tourists first 
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◦ Historic downtowns  

◦ Shopping destination 

◦ San Juan College  

◦ Coworking, makerspace, incubator 

◦ Enhance worker incentive package with 

noncash benefits such as a “buddy” or 

“coach”  

 

 

Remote Worker Attraction Project Idea 

➢ Remote Worker Attraction Package focused on Building a Welcoming Community and 

Successful Work Experience 

 

Project Example MakeMyMove 

According to MakeMyMove, an online directory for workers considering relocation, the key 

decision points for relocating workers are cost of living, nearby family, finding a sense of 

community, productivity support (such as a co-working space, available childcare, and nearby 

university), affordable and attractive housing, healthcare, and multiple things to do (such as 

restaurants, events, outdoor recreation). 

 

The City of Farmington already has a listing with MakeMyMove, 

and has received some offers, but its incentive package could 

stand out more with elements that help newcomers feel 

welcome and part of the community.  

 

Potential Package Inclusion: 

◦ Concierge to navigate everyday challenges e.g., childcare, 

doctors, cleaners 

◦ Mentor to support successful work with information and 

access 

◦ Buddy to make introductions, share events, and be the first 

friend to the newcomer 

◦ Invitations and reduced fee memberships, activities, events 

◦ Moving support potentially with a stipend 

 

 

 

 

Indiana says 

“MakeMyMove is the 

highest yield program in 

the State”  

 

The State of Indiana 

invested $3,000,000 in the 

program and it yielded 

$25 million in new tax 

revenue. 

 

 

MAKEMYMOVE 

https://www.makemymove.com/
https://www.makemymove.com/moving-living/farmington-nm
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 HEALTHCARE 
Healthcare was not part of the Lupke team’s initial analysis because it was not a targeted industry 

within Four Corners Economic Development’s strategic plan. However, it is evident that healthcare 

is a major San Juan County employer and a growth industry. Initial analysis also shows that wages 

are higher than average and increasing faster than other sectors. There appears to be potential 

to capture a greater share of regional healthcare with an anchor startegy. Possible strategies 

include elder care, healthcare joint ventures with the Navajo Nation, and chronic illness research 

and treatment for diabetes. Each deserves additional analysis.  

  

Project Ideas 

✓ Anchor Institution Analysis 

 

Project Idea: Healthcare – Example Health Systems Adopting Anchor Strategies 
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5  Diane Lupke & Associates, Inc. 

 

Diane Lupke & Associates, Inc. is an economic development consultancy. We support 

communities to shape the places where they live and work with better data, rigorous analysis, 

strategic thinking and collaborative action. Since its founding in 1990, Diane Lupke, her associates, 

and staff have worked in more than 100 creative central cities, distinctive urban neighborhoods, 

spunky rural towns, collaborative regions, and emerging knowledge economies.  

 

Lupke consultants are experienced economic development practitioners with strengths in four 

key areas: Economic Restructuring, including the tools, processes, and organizational structures 

that support it; Knowledge Economy, including technology-based development, 

commercialization, and venture funding; Econometrics and private and commercial data sources, 

proprietary algorithms; and Site Location Assessment and Selection for industrial location 

decisions. The Lupke team assists communities in shaping the marketplace to attain the 

community its residents and businesses envision.  

                                                      
Ms. Diane Lupke CEcD FM HLM has over thirty years of experience, as President 

of Diane Lupke & Associates, Inc., an economic development consulting firm, 

and previous experience in banking, government, and academia. Her work 

focuses on the identification of unique assets and opportunities on which a 

community can build and sustain itself over time and the financial and 

organizational structures to support them. She has worked with over 100 cities, 

states, and organizations to realize their aspirations. 

 

Mr. Ronald C. Kysiak, FM HLM is a Principal Consultant for Diane Lupke & 

Associates, Inc. Mr. Kysiak has worked in economic development for 40 years, 

largely in non-profit, technology-based development in the creation and 

support of early-stage companies. Mr. Kysiak was responsible for the 

development of the Science Park and technology incubator at Yale University 

and the development of the Northwestern University Research Park. Mr. Kysiak 

is a consultant on research parks, incubators and technology transfer. 

 

Mr. Jerry Szatan is Founder and Principal of Szatan & Associates. He has thirty 

years’ experience in site selection, economic development, and real estate 

investing in the United States and abroad. He formed Szatan & Associates, a 

location strategy, site selection and economic development consulting firm in 

Chicago in 1998. Mr. Szatan advises economic development organizations 

nationally on strategy, marketing, labor markets and best practices 

benchmarking. Previously, he was a senior manager at The Fantus Company, a 

regional economist at the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, and worked in real estate investment 

and public policy analysis. 


